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� Entertainment Weekly �
Real Simple � Parade �
Buzzfeed � Electric Literature
� LitHub � BookRiot �
PopSugar � Goop � Library
Journal � BookBub � KCRW
� Finalist for the National Book
Award � One of the New York
Times Notable Books of the Year
� One of the New York Times
Best Historical Fiction of the
Year � Instant New York Times
Bestseller A singular and
stunning debut novel about the
forbidden union between two
enslaved young men on a Deep
South plantation, the refuge they
find in each other, and a betrayal
that threatens their existence.

Isaiah was Samuel's and Samuel
was Isaiah's. That was the way it
was since the beginning, and the
way it was to be until the end. In
the barn they tended to the
animals, but also to each other,
transforming the hollowed-out
shed into a place of human
refuge, a source of intimacy and
hope in a world ruled by vicious
masters. But when an older
man—a fellow slave—seeks to
gain favor by preaching the
master's gospel on the
plantation, the enslaved begin to
turn on their own. Isaiah and
Samuel's love, which was once so
simple, is seen as sinful and a
clear danger to the plantation's

harmony. With a lyricism
reminiscent of Toni Morrison,
Robert Jones, Jr., fiercely
summons the voices of slaver
and enslaved alike, from Isaiah
and Samuel to the calculating
slave master to the long line of
women that surround them,
women who have carried the
soul of the plantation on their
shoulders. As tensions build and
the weight of centuries—of
ancestors and future generations
to come—culminates in a
climactic reckoning, The
Prophets fearlessly reveals the
pain and suffering of inheritance,
but is also shot through with
hope, beauty, and truth,
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portraying the enormous, heroic
power of love.
The Fight to Save the Town
City Lights Books
He's a pro at protecting others,
but can he protect his heart?
She may be young, but Mia
Mason doesn't play life safe.
Until her quest for answers
puts her in harm's way.
Already reeling from
unexpected news, being
attacked in a place she
considers a haven rattles her.
Filled with secrets only his two
best friends are privy to, Bodhi
Lawson heads to Seaside
Pointe to help his friends and
chosen family unravel a

mystery before another innocent
person is hurt. As questions
mount and Mia's safety is
threatened for a second time,
Bodhi takes matters into his
own hands. And as secrets from
the past are revealed, the Harris
and Lockwood families
discover the high price of their
longstanding feud. This is the
final installment in a four-book
series. Key elements of the
romance and plot are a
continuation of the events
occurring in previous books. It
is recommended you read the
series in order.
Paper Planes and
Other Things We

Lost Independently
Published
"In a matter of
minutes on a Friday
night, I lost my
school, my
identity, the
security of my
first love, the
personality of my
sweet fearless
brother, my best
friend, my town,
everything as I
knew it. Everything
changed." "Minutes
- that's all it
takes to change
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your entire life.
How do you deal
with that?" For
high school senior
Jules Blacklin
surviving the storm
is only the
beginning. Faced
with the new
reality of her
life, she must find
a way to rise From
The Wreckage and
answer the question
- how do you get
back to normal,
when everything
that was normal is

gone?

This Strange Witchery &
Tamed by the She-Wolf
My Joy Enterprises
On a desolate road in the
Oregon high desert, an
apprentice mortician
stumbles upon a horrific
car crash--and into a
vortex of treachery, long-
buried secrets, and
growing menace.
Melisende Dulac is a fish
out of water after
relocating from the East
Coast to a small
community in the Oregon
high desert. But just as

she's beginning to think of
Barlow County as home,
her life takes an ominous
turn when she comes
upon a grisly multiple car
wreck and three shattered
bodies on an isolated road
outside of town. Near the
scene, Melisende trips
over a fourth body, that of
a newborn girl lying a
physics-defying distance
from the wreckage. There
is no one to claim the
infant, nor a clear
indication she was even
part of the accident. The
crash offers plenty of
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opportunities for an
apprentice mortician--but
when the victims' bodies
are stolen from her
family's mortuary,
Melisende is branded
suspect number one.
Then, Portland lawyer
Kendrick Pride arrives on
the scene on behalf of one
of the victim's families--or
so he says--and
Melisende begins to see
that there's much more to
this enigmatic figure than
meets the eye. As the
shadows gather and the
mystery deepens,

Melisende must race to
find the truth--or be
swallowed by the
darkness.
The Three Penguin
~Loved this amazing
heart wrenching
emotional beautiful story
of forbidden love.
–Teresa ~The suspense
and twists are thrilling
and give a sense of
foreboding that is
gripping. -Dyoz One night
to drown all the pain is all
it’s supposed to be … Or
so we thought. We
thought wrong. Cocky.
Self-assured. Confident.

Skilled. Crow is the
President of the Ravage
Motorcycle Club Rebellion
Chapter, my father Rhys’
MC. He’s also much older
than my nineteen years.
Therefore, forbidden to
me, which make him even
hotter. The way he
commands the space, all
alpha bad boy biker, is
enthralling and grips that
broken part of me that
weeps for the loss of my
grandfather. He is the
solace when all is lost.
He’s also the only person
who’s been able to calm
my soul. We both need
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each other. The
connection is too strong
to ignore. A second
chance encounter ignites
an already growing
desire, exploding into a
passion neither of us
expected. Our lives are
intertwined in a way
neither of us know and I
wasn’t the only one in
pain… We were
connected in pain, bound
by family loyalty and
consumed with lust. But
secrets, lies and betrayal
changes both of our lives
forever. Decisions made
will change my entire

world. If my choice is
wrong, the one thing I’ve
always had, respect
within the Sumner Ravage
MC, my family will be
lost. Forever. ~This book
and their journey were
everything... sexy,
intense, suspenseful,
dangerous, twisted,
gritty, raw, passionate,
undeniable, and
completely unforgettable
in every single way there
was. –Brianna
~Connected in Pain has
angst, heartache, secrets,
action, some really hot
scenes, and enough

suspense to keep you
right on the edge of your
seat wondering what will
happen next. –Janna
~The story was filled
with emotions, it had
suspense, drama, action
and twists. The book will
keep you on the edge of
your seat. The connection
and chemistry between
the couple was strong and
sexy. –Dani ~Ravage
Rebellion had a real
Kristen Ashley feel to
me. –PGsky ~Oh how I
wish I could give this
book more than 5 stars!
This book left my
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emotions raw and a book
hangover that just won't
quit! –Stephanie Ravage
MC Series reading order:
Ravage Me (Cruz &
Princess) Seduce Me (GT
& Casey) Consume Me
(Tug & Blaze) Inflame
Me (Rhys & Tanner)
Captivate Me (Buzz &
Bella – Breaker & Shania)
Ride with Me (co-written
with Chelsea Camaron)
The Ravage MC Novella
Collection (Satisfy Me,
Rattle Me, Final Ravage
MC Epilogue) Ravage MC
Bound Series (Second
Generation) reading

order: Bound by Family
(Cooper & Bristyl) Bound
by Desire (Deke & Rylie)
Bound by Vengeance
(Ryker & Austyn) Bound
by Affliction (Green &
Leah) Bound by Destiny
(Emery & Jacks & Micah)
Bound by Wreckage (Nox
& Carsyn) Bound by
Destruction (Coming
Soon) Ravage MC
Rebellion Series (Second
Generation & New
Chapter) reading order:
Connected in Pain (Crow
& Rylynn) Fueled in Fire
(Crow & Rylynn) Sealed
in Strength (Crow &

Rylynn) Connected in
Code (Wrong Way &
Hayden) (Coming Soon)
--- Ryan Michele found
her passion bringing
fictional characters to life.
She loves being in an
imaginative world where
anything is possible. Her
knack for the unexpected
twists and turns will have
you on the edge of your
seat with each page. She
is best known for her
alpha, bad boy bikers and
strong, independent
heroines in her MC
romance books. Join her
newsletter for up to date
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information at
http://bit.ly/2Cmp9y0 for
the latest news! www.aut
horryanmichele.com www
.facebook.com/AuthorRya
nMichele http://www.insta
gram.com/author_ryan_mi
chele
Challenged (Vipers Creed
MC#1) Ryan Michele
From the co-writing duo
of Mindy Michele comes
a tale of small-town
charm and backroads
trouble. Seventeen-year-
old Reagan seems like
the perfect small-town
girl. Dubbed a saint by
her older brother,

Lincoln, she serves the
community, makes
straight A's, attends
church, spends her
summers working with
special needs children,
and is a piano playing
prodigy. When you're the
daughter of the mayor
and the police chief in a
sleepy Kansas town,
toeing the line is easier
than the alternative. That
is, until her brother's best
friend changes the rules.
Reagan's been subject to
Ridley's antics her entire
life. Growing up, he
tormented and teased her,

but he kept his distance-
until now. When Ridley
breaks a promise, late
night phone calls and
secret rendezvous in the
haystacks quickly
transform into a reckless,
all-consuming love. Some
promises are meant to be
broken. Some secrets will
not be contained, and
sometimes the
consequences we render
are more than we can
bear.
Bound by Affliction
(Ravage MC Bound Series
Book Four) Taylor &
Francis
Wall Street Journal and
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USA Today Bestselling
author Ryan Michele brings
the action-packed,
suspenseful, spicy next
generation of Ravage MC
filled with angst, loyalty,
and family. Raid bled the
blood of the club.
Undeniably loyal. Focused
on family. Determined. His
thought processes would
make any other man cringe.
Calculating. Meticulous.
Always thinking. Guilt to
this day for ruining his
brother’s life due to his
actions always lurked in his
mind. Nyx wanted to blend
into the background, work
and live a life of peace and
safety. Something she lost

growing up and desperately
craved. Choosing Sumner,
Georgia she’d hoped to find
just that. Undetected and
under the radar always
fighting under the surface.
A spark of passion connects
Raid and Nyx creating a
bond they both desperately
want. Except the past never
stays in the past. When it
collides with the present,
everyone’s world gets
tilted on its axis and
threatens to implode not
only for them but the entire
Ravage MC family. **Please
note, this is a duet and will
have strong sexual themes.
Of Stars and Secrets
Hachette Books

This edited collection brings
together leading and
emerging scholars in the
important field of sexual
violence scholarship. The
last ten years have
witnessed an international
reckoning on sexual
violence, typified in the
mainstream imagination by
the #MeToo movement,
acknowledgement of the
violence of university
campus life, and the
overdue recognition of the
enduring harms of child
sexual abuse. While the
state has been forced to
respond through law and
other political processes, at
times revealing its agility
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and at other times its
archaic investment in the
past, much of the real work
responding to sexual
violence and abuse has
taken place within
communities, and in the
personal responses of the
individuals writing the
scripts of their experiences.
This volume explores the
nuances of these individual
experiences and considers
how they are shaped and
reflected by intersecting
axes of power including
gender, race, class, age and
able-bodied status. It
reflects on law and law
reform in the area and
suggests new modes and

frames through which to
explain and understand
sexual violence and
institutional responses to it.
Debates within this
contested personal and
political arena do not map
onto longstanding binaries
of liberal and radical
feminism, nor conservative
and progressive politics.
This interdisciplinary
volume traces that murky
terrain and features some of
the leading international
scholars writing on sexual
violence in English today.
This book will appeal to
scholars and students
across the broad disciplines
of law and legal studies;

criminology; gender studies;
political science and
sociology.
Envisaging Death
Independently Published
This powerful account
chronicles the human drama
of the devastating
earthquake that rocked
Mexico City.
The Locusts Little, Brown
Wall Street Journal and
USA Today Bestselling
author Ryan Michele brings
a motorcycle club to life in
her Ravage MC Series.
Revenge always comes at a
price— Harlow aka Princess
spent the last two years
locked up for a crime she
didn't commit. Revenge has
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consumed her thoughts
vowing payback for those
who put her behind bars.
Now, she’s out, going home
to her family—the Ravage
MC. Retribution is coming.
Former Marine, Cruz knows
what it means to lose it all.
What this single dad found
in the Ravage Motorcycle
Club is a home, a family for
him and his son. He
protects them at all costs.
When these two head
strong people meet in the
club’s garage, he’s caught
off guard. She’s there on a
mission. Anger and
challenge combust around
them, the push and pull only
igniting the flames brighter,

hotter. Princess refuses to
give into the lust. Cruz
demands to have her. Each
not giving in to the other.
There is no stopping a
motorcycle man when he
knows what he wants. Not
even a strong, independent
self-assured woman can
stop him. Danger threatens
everything they stand for,
ripping through what
they’ve each built with the
Ravage MC. Tables are
turned and the person who
framed Princess is out for
blood. Not just hers, but
those Princess cares about.
Innocent lives are at stake.
One wrong move from
either of them means death

in the Ravage MC family.
One they will never come
back from. It could cost
them everything. ***
Ravage Motorcycle Club
Reading Order: 1. Ravage
Me (Cruz & Princess) 2.
Seduce Me (GT & Casey)
3. Consume Me (Tug &
Blaze) 4. Inflame Me (Rhys
& Tanner) (Dagger &
Mearna) 5. Captivate Me
(Buzz & Bella) (Breaker &
Shaina) 6. Bound by Family
(Cooper & Bristyl) (Bound
#1) 7. Bound by Desire
(Deke & Rylie) (Bound #2)
8. Bound by Vengeance
(Ryker & Autumn) (Bound
#3) 9. Bound by Affliction
(Green & Leah) (Bound
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#4) 10. Bound by Destiny
(Jacks & Emery & Micah)
(Bound #5) 11. Bound by
Wreckage (Nox & Carsyn)
(Bound #6) 12. Connected
in Pain (Crow & Rylynn)
(Rebellion #1) 13. Fueled
in Fire (Crow & Rylynn)
(Rebellion #2) 14. Sealed
in Strength (Crow &
Rylynn) (Rebellion #3) 15.
Connected in Code (Wrong
Way & Hayden) (Rebellion
#4) 16. Bound by
Consequences (Coming
Soon) (Bound #7) *** Ryan
Michele is the Wall Street
Journal and USA Today
Bestselling author of over
40 romantic suspense
novels. She found her

passion bringing fictional
characters to life, being in
an imaginative world where
anything is possible. Her
knack for the unexpected
twists and turns will have
you on the edge of your
seat with each page. She is
best known for her alpha,
bad boy bikers and strong,
independent heroines who
refuse to back down. When
she’s not writing, you can
find her on her swing,
watching the water ripple in
the pond and daydreaming
about her next book.
Submission Cambridge
Scholars Publishing
On June 18, 1992, Flight
397 crashed off the coast

of Long Island. But this
story isn't about the crash.
Not completely. This is a
story about two high school
seniors living very different
lives, who share one
connection: they both lost
parents on that fateful
flight. Slowly, letters bridge
the gap between California
and Pennsylvania as Ruby
Kaminski and Brett Pratt
find a way to remember the
past while looking toward
the future. This is a story
about hope, paper planes,
and the other things they
lost.

Last Call Createspace
Independent Publishing
Platform
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Forgiveness is a choice.
This workbook companion
to Ripened on the Vine, is
a tool to be used among
the broken hearted, to
emerge hope in the
hopeless, and to bring
restoration to the souls of
the neglected. My
aspiration for you is by
the time you finish the
study, you will have
grown in ways you never
knew you needed to
grow, that you would be
planted firmly in the Word
of God without excuses,
but with boundaries used
as a hedge of protection. I

pray for a complete and
divine healing in your life.
To freely forgive as you
are freely forgiven. The
insight can help inspire
you to become who you
were born to be instead
of who youve become.
Although sometimes
intrusive, know that each
aspect is a vital part of
moving forward in your
restoration and shifting
from being a victim to
becoming victorious in
Christ.

The Roswell Legacy
Crooked Lane Books
A deadly virus

threatens the galaxy.
Can two total strangers
save millions and
discover love is the
best medicine? Kiersten
Landiser wants nothing
to do with her arranged
marriage to someone
she’s never even seen.
Focused on combating a
terrifying sickness
wiping out colonies, the
determined princess
takes her starship
where no sane merch
will go to deliver a
lifesaving drug. But
when she receives
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information about her
imprisoned brother, she
sets off on a daring
rescue mission across
space. Aiden Tranlish
strives every day to be
the heir his people
need. And though he’s
consented to betrothal
to secure his planet’s
safety, the loyal young
man yearns to take
action against the fiend
plaguing the Alliance
worlds with a sinister
disease. So when his
intended postpones the
matrimony, he sets out

on a hunt for the rare
vaccine... and ends up
entangled in a
prisonbreak engineered
by a fiery redheaded
beauty. With her sibling
free and certain she
knows the location of
the next attack,
Kierston admires her
new partner’s
dedication to her cause.
And though Aiden
remains committed to
his forthcoming union,
he secretly hopes his
bride-to-be proves as
strong-willed and

alluring as the captain of
the rogue ship. As a
devious intergalactic
plot unfolds, can the
fearless pair survive to
spread the cure and
nurse a burgeoning
desire? Of Stars and
Secrets is the
suspenseful first book
in the Stars science
fiction romance series.
If you like stubborn but
bighearted heroines,
edge-of-your-seat thrill
rides, and eye-opening
twists, then you’ll
adore Michele Venn�’s
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spirited adventure. Buy
Of Stars and Secrets to
hit love at lightspeed
today!
Ravage Me (Ravage
MC#1) Createspace
Independent Publishing
Platform
A weekend camping trip
with friends unveils their
attraction. What will one
week expose? Brynn
Harris lives an idyllic life
until love deals her a
wicked hand. Crushed,
she returns to Seaside
Pointe and barricades her
heart. The plan works
well for two years until a

weekend spent around her
brother's former college
roommate sparks a
complicated attraction.
The tattooed and pierced
Hayden Fox is nothing
like the men from Brynn's
past, but their differences
don't lessen their
chemistry, especially
when Hayden spends one
week in Seaside helping
Chloe Lockwood on her
flower farm. Hayden has
no plans for a happily
ever after he doesn't
think he deserves, but
when the tempting
redhead shows up for a

dinner among friends,
desire wages a battle.
Soon, the lines between
physical and emotional
blur. With relationships on
the line, Hayden and
Brynn must reconcile
their damaged pasts.
Pasts not yet finished
with them. This is the
second installment in a
four-book series. While
the romance stands alone,
the plot is a continuation
of events that occurred in
book 1: Blossoms &
Steel. It is recommended
you read the series in
order.
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From the Wreckage Via
Media Publishing
Danger and passion
collide in two paranormal
romances from Harlequin
Nocturne. This Strange
Witchery by Michele
Hauf All Torsten Rindle
wants is to be normal. As
soon as he completes his
last job, he’s done with
the supernatural. Then
Melissande Jones
sashays into his life, and
Tor finds that he can’t
resist this sultry
sorceress. He might be
able to protect her from
vampires and zombies,

but can he leave the
paranormal world behind
after Mel has bewitched
him? Tamed by the She-
Wolf by Kristal Hollis
Ever since her heart was
shattered, wolf shifter
Angeline O’Brien has
guarded her emotions.
And her new neighbor,
paramilitary operative
Lincoln Adams, irritates
her nerves like none
other. He’s the last man
she should trust, but the
only one she can’t resist.
As sparks fly, Angeline
and Lincoln can’t deny
that what’s between them

is more than passion; it
just might be love…
Earthing the Cosmic
Christ of Ephesians,
Volume 1 Wipf and Stock
Publishers
BEFORE life wasn't
perfect. Peyton Parker
was grieving the loss of
her father. Brodee Fisher
was battling for control
over his future with his
father. But every
summer, their families
came together to
rejuvenate and lose
themselves in the salt air
of Cape Hatteras.
Nothing could put a
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damper on the sun, sand,
and surf. AFTER
everything changed.
From the Wreckage Ryan
Michele
Enhanced with photos and
illustrations, this account
tells what intellegence
officer Major Jesse Marcel
witnessed at Roswell prior
to and after the crash of the
most controversial UFO in
U.S. history, including the
physical characteristics of
the craft and the items
found at the debris field.
I'll Be Gone in the Dark
Simon and Schuster
Chloe Lockwood's legacy
balances on a tightrope.
Her nemesis holds the

rope. As the sole heir of
Lockwood Blooms, the
flower farm is Chloe
Lockwood's priority. After
her father suffers a stroke,
Chloe takes the reins. She's
confident in her skills
growing the most beautiful
blossoms in the Pacific
Northwest, but keeping the
farm her great grandfather
began from sinking?
Insecurities get the best of
her. Kipling Harris dreams
of proving himself without
his wealthy father's help.
He's well on his way, two
thousand miles from home,
when an opportunity returns
him to Seaside Pointe.
Harris Development is Kip's

if he finds peace with
returning to small-town
living and his father's side
after seven years away. Kip
and Chloe are the latest in a
generations-long feud. They
grew up with the stories
and added fire to the
disdain, until one moment,
they swore changed
nothing. A thin line exists
between love and hate. Kip
and Chloe are about to
discover how fragile that
line is. Blossoms & Steel is
the first installment in a
four book series. While the
romance stands alone, the
plot continues in the
following novels releasing
throughout the remainder of
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2021.

Bound by Destiny
(Ravage MC Bound
Series Book Five) Ryan
Michele
This is the introductory
volume of a multivolume,
verse-by-verse,
interfaith rereading of the
New Testament letter to
the Ephesians. It looks to
the Tiantai Buddhist
master Zhiyi and his
“threefold truth” to
enhance our appreciation
of nascent trinitarian
themes in Ephesians. And
it draws upon a broad
array of scientific,

theological, and
philosophical thinkers in
aid of rejecting the
epistle's ancient,
geocentric cosmology and
its accommodations to the
misogynistic, patriarchal,
and slaveholding norms of
its first-century
surroundings. As a whole,
the work constitutes a
twenty-first century
apologetic for doctrinal
humility and for
theologizing within a
global theological
commons.

From the Wreckage
Harlequin

A debutante, a bevy of
blind dates, an
Australian bartender,
and a stalker. Dating
has never been so
complicated.
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